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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA Taed 

rih 6 ON 

) 
ANGUS MACKENZIE, 	 ) 

) 
Plaintiff, 	) 

) 
v. 	 ) Civil Action No. 

) 	82-1676 

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY, 	) 

ET AL., 	 ) 
) 

Defendants 	) 
) 

OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' 
MOTIQN FOR EXTENSION OF TIME TO 

COMPLETE PROCESSING OF DOCUMENTS, 

AND PLAINTIFF'S CROSS-MOTIONS FOR 
DISCOVERY AND A VAUGHN INDEX 

Plaintiff respectfully 'requests this Court to deny 

defendants' motion for an extension of time to complete proc
ess-

ing documents subject to plaintiff's FOIA request. Defendants 

have had nearly seventeen months since they entered into a 

Stipulation as to production, and have failed to show circum
-

stances which warrant an extension of time. 

In addition, plaintiff respectfully moves this Court 

to lift the stay of proceedings, agreed to by the parties in
 

the Stipulation of September 9, 1982, to permit plaintiff 

appropriate discovery as to whether all document responsive 

to plaintiff's FOIA request have been properly identified. 



Liberation News Service or the High School Independent Press 

Service, the CIA did not identify or release this document. 

The High School Independent Press was also mentioned 

in a CIA document dated April 2, 1969, previously released to 

the CNSS, but again was not identified as responsive to Mr. 

Mackenzie's request. This document is especially noteworthy in 

that it states that CIA headquarters had an immediate and con-

tinuing requirement for information regarding. . ." [deleted] 

coordinating news service for high school underground 

newspapers called HIP--High School Independent Press--located 

at the offices of Liberation News Service, 160 Claremont Ave., 

N.Y.C., 10027." See Appendix E, attached hereto. Despite this 

document--and the reference found in it revealing the CIA's 

continued interest in this news service--the CIA reported in 

its letter on November 9, 1982, that there were no documents 

responsive to Mr. Mackenzie's request for nigh School  

Independent Press Service. 

Even those few documents which have been released to 

plaintiff indicate that there are other documents in the CIA 

files which were not identified. For example, Document No. 9 

of the CIA's production, which concerns Alternative Features  

Services, refers to information obtained about this periodical 

in CIA report "HQS-5547, 18 Oct. 71." See Appendix F, attached 

hereto. That source document was not identified or listed as 

responsive to Mr. Mackenzie's request for Alternative Feature  

Service.  Similarly, Document No. 17 is a report concerning the 

Berkeley  Barb and lists four other documents which served as 
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source documents. One, dated July 7, 1967, was not identified 

as responsive to Mr. Mackenzie's request for Berkeley Barb 

documents. See Appendix G, attached hereto. 

These omissions in identifying responsive documents 

has led plaintiff to believe that the search that has been con-

ducted by the CIA to date has been woefully inadequate. While 

plaintiff does not, at this time, assert that this omissions 

result from bad faith on the part of the Defendants, he 

respectfully suggests that the manner in which the search of 

agency files has been conducted, and the standards which agency 

employees were directed to use to recognize responsive docu-

ments, have resulted in an the incomplete and inadequate 

identification. 

(a) Under circumstances where there 
is evidence of a less than 
adequate FOIA search, plaintiff 
is entitled to discovery. 

This Court, and the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals, 

have recognized that discovery is an appropriate remedy where 

factual disputes arise as to "whether [an agency] did in fact 

hand over all data requested in a FOIA petition." Murphy v.  

FBI, 490 F. Supp. 1134, 1137 (D.D.C. 1980), citing Weisburg v.  

Department of Justice, 543 F.2d 308 (D.C. Cir. 1976) and Exxon  

Corp. v. FTC, 384 F. Supp. 755 (D.D.C. 1974). See also Founding  

Church of Scientology, of Washington, D.C. Inc. v, National  

Security Agency, 610 F.2d 824 (D.C. Cir. 1979) (FOIA case 
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remanded for further proceeding where there was doubt as to 

adequacy of agency search.) 

In Weisburg, supra, our Court of Appeals reversed and 

remanded the District Court's dismissal of a FOIA case to pe
rmit 

the plaintiff to pursue discovery concerning information whi
ch 

he had requested and which had not been disclosed. The Cour
t 

of Appeals found that the plaintiff had identified certain s
ci-

entific data regarding the assassination of President Kenned
y, 

which he believed to be in existence, but which had not been
 

identified, and ordered further discovery to determine the 

"existence or non-existence" of the evidence. 	See also Ex
xon  

v. FTC, supra  at 758 (court authorizes discovery to determin
e 

adequacy of FTC's document search in FOIA case). 

In Founding Church of Scientology, supra, the D.C. 

Court of Appeals was faced with a very similar situation 
as 

here. There, defendant NSA had failed to identify certain 

documents responsive to plaintiffs request and had attempted
 to 

justify their search procedures on the basis of unspecific a
nd 

highly conclusory affidavits. The Court of Appeals remanded
 

the case for further proceedings, stating that discovery as 
to 

the adequacy of an agency's search is critical to plainti
ff and 

to the proper judicial administration of the FOIA. "To accept 

its claim of inability to retrieve the requested documents 
in 

.52 	Although the plaintiff in Weisburg had attempted to 
proceed by interrogatories, the Court of Appeals indicated t

hat 

a more advisable procedure would be to proc
eed by "depositions 

or a court hearing." Weisburg, supra at 311. 
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the circumstances presented is to raise the specter of easy 

circumvention of the Freedom of Information Act . . . la]nd if, 

in the face of well-defined requests and positive indications  

of overlooked materials, an agency can so easily avoid adver-

sory scrutiny of its search techniques, the Act will inevitably 

become nugatory." Founding Church of Scientology of Washington,  

D.C., Inc. v. National Security Agency, 610 F.2d 824, 836-37 

(D.C. Cir. 1979) (emphasis added). 

In addition, this District Court has ordered addi-

tional discovery where, as here, the small number of documents 

listed as *responsive" to a request suggests that the agency 

may have utilized an overly narrow interpretation of the FOIA 

request, and where the documents produced themselves demon-

strate the existence of other responsive documents. See 

Virginia Independent Schools Association v. Commissioner, 76-1 

U.S.T.C. 1 9322 (D.D.C. 1976) at 83,758-62. 

The Court in Murphy v. FBI, supra, indicated that 

discovery is permissible to test the adequacy of an agency's 

FOIA search where (a) the agency had released the data regard-

ing its search; (b) the agency had filed affidavits claiming 

complete compliance with the FOIA request; and (c) there 

remained a factual dispute as to the adequacy of the search. 

490 F.2d at 1137. All of these circumstances are present in 

this case. 

First, the CIA has provided a list which it alleges 

contains all documents in its files responsive to all plain-

tiff's requests (except Ramparts); second, the CIA has provided 
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the affidavit of Mr. Dube which claims complete compliance with 

plaintiff's requests (except Ramparts); and third, plaintiff 

has demonstrated that documents, clearly responsive to some of 

these requests and-in the control of the CIA, were nonetheless 

not identified as responsive. Plaintiff is, therefore, 

entitled to pursue appropriate discovery to determine whether 

his requests were adequately complied with. 

THIS COURT SHOULD REQUIRE DEFENDANTS TO PREPARE AND 
PROVIDE A VAUGHN INDEX 

Thus far, defendants have listed 282 documents as 

allegedly responsive to plaintiffs request for CIA files on 37 

periodicals and newspapers. Defendants have withheld eighty 

(80) of those documents in their entirety; thirty-two (32) 

other documents have been released only in expurgated versions, 

some so totally masked as to constitute a de facto withholding 

in entirety. Defendants have provided no descriptions of the 

documents, no explanation of the nature of content, nor any 

justification for withholding these documents, either in whole 

or in part, other than cursory references--e.g., "(b)(1)" or 

"(b)(3)"--to various disclosure exemptions under FOIA. 

In paragraph 10 of the September 9, 1982 Stipulation 

between the parties, plaintiff expressly reserved his 'right to 

challenge documents withheld or information deleted by the CIA 

which would otherwise be responsive to this request." Plain-

tiff's ability to mount such a challenge, and indeed his 
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ability to decide whether such a challenge is appropriate, is 

hampered by the fact that he has been told nothing about the 

nature of the documents being withheld. Plaintiff asserts that 

the CIA's justifications for withholding and claims of 

exemption are inadequate to meet the agency's burden of proof 

under FOIA of establishing that it is entitled to such 

exemptions. Vaughn v. Rosen, 484 F.2d 820, 828 (D.C. Cir. 

1973) (hereinafter, •Vaughn'). 

Therefore, plaintiff requests this Court to enter an 

order compelling the defendants to prepare a detailed justifi-

cation statement for each document which it has either totally 

or partially withheld from plaintiff in accordance with the 

procedure recognized as appropriate in FOIA cases by our 

Circuit Court in Vaughn.  Plaintiff requests that this order 

extend prospectively to all documents responsive to Plaintiffs 

Ramparts  request, as well as to the documents already identi-

fied and withheld for files of the other thirty-seven domestic 

periodicals listed in plaintiff's request. 

This type of detailed justification -- commonly 

referred to as a Vaughn  index--is the mechanism recommended by 

our Court of Appeals for insuring full and fair disclosure 

• under FOIA. Vaughn  involved a request for disclosure of 

various Civil Service Commission records purportedly consti-

tuting evaluations of the personnel management programs of 

certain federal agencies. When the Commission refused to 

produce the records, the plaintiff filed suit under FOIA. The 

agency then submitted an affidavit containing conclusory and 
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generalized allegations of exemptions. The agency's motion for 

summary judgment was granted in the District Court, but the 

Court of Appeals reversed and remanded, holding that the FOIA's 

requirement of de novo review and its imposition on the agency 

of the burden of proving exemptions mandated that the agency be 

required to "undertake to justify in much less conclusory terms 

its assertion of exemption and to index the information in a 

manner consistent" with the guidelines enunciated by the 

Court. 484 F.2d at 828. 

The Court of Appeals stated: 

"it is anomalous but obviously inevitable 
that the party with the greatest interest 
in obtaining disclosure is at a loss to 
argue with desirable legal precision for 
the revelation of the concealed information 
. . . . The best [plaintiff] can do is to 
argue that the exception is very narrow and 
plead that the general nature of the docu-
ments sought make it unlikely that they 
contain such [exempt] information." 

484 F.2d at 823-24. 

The Vaughn court mandated a procedure to allow the 

law suit to proceed efficiently and in an traditionally adver-

sary manner. The government is required to submit a detailed 

index and description of the withheld or deleted documents so 

that the burden of proof remains on the government to justify 

fully its claims of exemptions as the Act requires. The 

detailed procedure, was necessary because 

existing customary procedures foster ineffi-
ciency and create a situation in which the 
Government need only carry its burden of 
proof against a party that is effectively 
helpless and a court system that is never 
designed to act in the adversary capacity. 
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It is vital that some process be formulated 
that will (1) assure that a party's right to 
information is not submerged beneath govern-
mental obfuscation and mischaracterization, 
and (2) permit the court system effectively 
and efficiently to evaluate the factual 
nature of disputed information. 

484 F.2d at 826. 

The Vaughn procedures -- which require the agency to 

produce both an itemized, indexed inventory, and detailed 

justifications statement for all requested documents for which 

exemptions have been claimed -- have been reaffirmed in many 

other D.C. Circuit opinions. See, e.q.,  Cuneo v. Schlesinger, 

484 F.2d 1086 (D.C. Cir. 1973), cert. denied 415 U.S. 977 

(1974); Mead Data Central, Inc. v. Department of the Air Force, 

566 F.2d 242 (D.C. Cir. 1977); Ray v. Turner, 587 F.2d 1187 

(D.C. Cir. 1978); Founding Church of Scientology of Washington,  

D.C.., Inc. v. Bell, 603 F.2d 945 (D.C. Cir. 1979). They have 

been utilized by other circuit courts, see, e.g., 011estad v.  

Kelley, 573 F.2d 1109 (9th Cir. 1978); Seafarers International  

Union v. Baldovin, 508 F.2d 125, vacated as moot, 511 F.2d 1161 

(5th Cir. 1975), and have been specifically endorsed by Con-

gress. Rep. No. 93-854, 93rd Cong. 2d Sess., at page 15 

(1974), reprinted in Staff of Senate Committee on the Judiciary 

and House Committee on Government Operations, Freedom of Infor-

mation Act and Amendments of 1974 (P.L. 93-5072). 'Vaughn 

Motions," and orders implementing Vaughn-type relief are now 

standard practice in the district courts in the District of 

Columbia, see e.g., Information Ac•uisition Core. v. Department 

of Justice, 444 F. Supp. 458 (D.D.C. 1978) (Sirica, J.); Owens 
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v. United States Bureau of Prisons, 379 F. Supp. 547, 549-50, 

fn. 5 (D.D.C. 1974) (Waddy, J.); Cutler v. CAB, 375 F. Supp. 

722, 724-25 (D.D.C. 1974) (Gesell, J.), and in other district 

courts. Chamberlain v. Alexander, 419 F. Supp. 235 (S.D. Ala. 

1976); Bell v. Department of Defense, 71 F.R.D. 349 (D.N.B. 

1976); Mobil Oil Corp. v. FTC, 406 F. Supp. 305 (S.D.N.Y. 

1976), on rehearing 430 F. Supp. 849 (S.D.N.Y. 1977). 

Mr. Mackenzie, like the plaintiff in Vaughn, is in 

the anomalous position of having a great interest in seeking to 

enforce the FOIA's policy favoring an "overwhelming emphasis 

upon disclosure, Vaughn, supra at 823, and yet finds himself 

at a loss to argue with desirable legal precision for the 

revelation of the concealed information." Id. The relief 

sought by this Motion would remedy this anomalous situation by 

insuring that the CIA will not be able to discharge its burden 

of proving exemptions through blanket claims and by providing 

plaintiff with the information he must have to effectively 

present his position on disputed exemption claims. 

This Cross-Motion, if granted, will permit plaintiff 

to test the CIA's exemption claims and lay the foundation for a 

final determination of any disputes by this Court. The Court 

will be in a position to make a truly de novo review as 

mandated by FOIA and there will be a complete and appropriate 

record in the event of an appeal. 



IV. 	CONCLUSION  

For the reasons stated in this memorandum, it is 

respectfully submitted that the Court should deny defendants' 

request for an extension of time, and order prompt production 

Within thirty (30) days. Moreover, the Court should permit the 

plaintiff to conduct discovery to assertain if the CIA's 

production has been complete, and should require defendants to 

prepare a Vaughn index. 

Respecfully submitted, 

Kevin J. Brosch 

STEPTOE 6 JOHNSON 
Chartered 

1250 Connecticut Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20036 
(202) 862-2000 



APPENDIX A 

AFFIDAVIT 

I. Andrew Marx, was employed at Liberation News Service from 

1969 through 31y 1972 and again from August 1977 through 

August 1981. During that time Liberation News Service moved from 

its former headquarters at 160 Claremont Ave., New York City, to 

17 W. 17th St., New York City. My job titles included international 

editor and manacing editor. 
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Andrew 'Marx 	 Dated Jan. 3, 1984 New York, N.Y. 
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. •m• 	• • 	• 	• 
Mr. Andrew R. Marx 
c/o The,Amhersi=Record 
P.O. Box 7 
Amherst, MA 01002 

Dear Mr. Marx: 

. This is in reply to your request for information concern-
ing you which is held by this Agency. I regret our delay in 
responding. We are still at work on our backlog of similar 
requests. 

Our search of the files has produced the documents listed 
below. They have been reviewed, and I have divided them 
accordingly into three groups--those which are released in full, 
those which are released with deletions, and those which have 
been found not releasable. In the latter instances, I have 
cited the applicable subsections of the Privacy Act for each 
of the items in question. 

The following is released in full: 

1. Liberation News*Service, -31 March 1971. 
L. 

The following 

a 	- 

are released 	in sanitized form: 

Document 	 Exenotions 

2.  Memorandum, 	6 November 1967. (i)(1), 	(k)(1), 
Privacy 

3.  Memorandum, 	31 January 1971. (j)(1), 	(k)(1), 

4.  Memorandum, 23 Janukry 1971. 
. 

(i)(2), 	(k)(1 ), 
Privacy 

5.  Memorandum, 	25 April 1971. (i)(1); 	00 (1), 
Privacy 

1 



Enclosures 

Document  

6. Memorandum, 4 May 1971. 

Exemptions  

(j)(1), (k)(1) 

The following have been found not releasable: 

7. Dispatch, 14 Februrary 1972. 	(j)(1), (k)(1) 

8. Dispatch, 2 March 1972. 

9. Dispatch, 23 March 1972. 

10. Dispatch, 18 April 1972. 

11. Dispatch, 13 May 1972. 

12. Dispatch, 6 July 1972. 

13. Memorandum, 12 July 1972. 

For your information, subsection (j)(1) applies to 

material which the Director of Central Intelligence is
 author-

ized to exempt from disclosure--in this instance, inte
lligence 

sources and methods, which includes the names of certa
in Agency 

employees and organizational components. Subsection (
k)(1) 

applies to material which has properly been classified
 under 

Sections 1 and 5(B) of Executive Order 11652. In the 
spirit of 

the Act, we have also deleted the names of persons oth
er than 

yourself, in the interests of their own privacy. 	•
 

Under the provisions of the Act, I am advising you of 

your right to appeal our decisions. In the event that
 you 

choose to do so, please write me, stating the basis of
 your 

appeal, and I will see that it reaches the proper seni
or 

official. 

In addition to the foregoing, we found reference to 

documents originated by the Federal Bureau of Investig
ation 

in which you name appears. I am advised that you have
 sub-

mitted a similar request to the Bureau, and that this 
material 

will be included in its reply to you. 

Sincerely, 

Gene F. Wilson 

Information and Privacy Coordinator 

• 
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Mr. Gene F. Wilson 
Information & Privacy Coorainator 
Central Intelligence Agency 

Washington, D.C. 20505 

Re: FOIA Request of Andrew R. Marx  

Mr. Wilson: 

Andrew R. Marx has requested the above office 

to pursue the appeal regarding the above-referenced Fr
eedom 

of Information request (see attached authorization of 

Andrew R. Marx). Specifically, this letter shall cons
ti-

tute the appeal of your determination via letter dated
 

30 November.  1976. Mr. Marx appeals said determinati
on 

on the following grounds: 

a. Though Mr. Marx's request-  was made pursuant 

to the Freedom of Information Act, you have unilateral
ly 

and unlawfully considered and responded to that reques
t 

as if it were a Privacy Act request. In particular, you 

assert exemption (j)(1) of the.Privacy Act, which exem
ption 

is not provided for under the F.O.I.A. and cannot be 

asserted to resist F.O.I.A. requests. Therefore, any 

assertion of Privacy Act exemption (j)(1.) to the insta
nt 

request is a nullity. 	In addition, though the F.O.
I.A. 

does have a corresponding exemption to the Privacy Act
 

exemption (k)(1), your assertion of this Privacy Act 

exemption is also null for the reasons set forth above
. 

b. As to the "sanitized" documents provided, 

we appeal your determination that the minimal portions
 

provided therein constitute the only reasonably segreg
able 

portions you must, by law, provide. 

c. As to those documents you do not provide, 

we appeal-your determination that they cannot be provi
ded 

- and/or that reasonably segregable portions cannot be
 

provided. 
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To: Mr. Gene F. Wilson 
•1e: 	F.O.I.A. Request of Andrew R. Marx 

Page Two 

d. We appeal any assertion of any exemption on 

the grounds that the collection of said docu
ments by the 

'Central Intelligence Agency, and the 
possession thereof 

by said agency, invades the First Amendment 
rights of Mr. 

Marx, both as an individual citizen and as a journalist. 

The exemptions of the F.O.I.A. (or the Priva
cy Act) are not 

available to conceal the unconstitutional ac
tivities of 

a federal agency, but only to protect agains
t disclosure 

of an agency's lawful activities and, even t
hen, only in 

the most specific and narrow circumstances.
 . 

e. The collection and possession of domestic 

intelligence by the Central Intelligence Agen
cy is prohibited 

by statute.' Upon information and belief, mo
st if not all 

of the witheld and censored information relat
es to the domestic 

activities of Mr. Marx and, therefore, the c
ollection and 

possession of it by the Central Intelligence
 Agency is illegal. 

In providing for exemptions to both the F.O.
I.A. and the 

Privacy Act disclosure requirements, it was n
ot contemplated 

that the exercise of said exemptions would be
 applicable to 

the ultra vires acts of government. - No clai
m of "national 

secuTiTT,.711a—certainly not the spuri
ous ones claimed herein, 

can be used to conceal the at best extralega
l and at worst 

criminal activities of any government agen
-cy. We therefore 

appeal your use of any exemption to the inst
ant request on 

the ground that the collection and possession
 of the information 

it seeks is unlawful and that all F.O.I.A. a
nd Privacy Act 

*exemptions are, therefore, inapplicable. 

Wherefore', the determination of releasabilit
y con-

tained in your letter of 30 November 1976 sho
uld be reversed 

and all listed materials should be provided 
in full. 

Very truly yours, 

Richard J. Wagner 
Legal Assistant 

rjw 
CERTIFIED MAIL 
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 
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APPENDIX C 

SITUATION INFORMATION REPORT  

Although the Democratic National Convention has managed 
to complete its business in Chicago without serious loss of life, limb . 
or property, it does not signal the beginning of a period of peace and 
tranouillity throughout the nation. Except for the vast security measures 
undertaken by local, state, and Federal authorities in connection with 
the DNC, it is generally conceded that disorder and disruption would 
have been escalated. 

All the elements that existed prior to the Convention remain 
and in some cases have intensified. Although fortunate that serious 
racial disorder did not erupt i-n Chicago and that most dissident activists 
were hippies, yippies, anti-war demonstrators, and members of the 
far left, the racial agitators and militants do remain and it is projected 
that they will become active again when faced with a less prepared 
eounterforce. Colleges and high schools will soon be reopening and 
there are indications that many are already marked for turmoil. The 
presidential campaign will lend itself as a constant target for disruptive 
tactics or worse with many politicians using the stump for harangues 
and agitation while others necessarily expose themselves to dissident 
action of all degrees. Tom HAYDEN and other leaders of the National 
Mobilization Committee, obviously highly elated at the success of their 
efforts to bring about confrontations with the police and National Guard 

-• at the Democratic National Convention, have already indicated that they 
intend to use same or similar tactics to produce "other Chicago's" and 
will also see that the Presidential candidates and others are continuously 
harassed throughout the campaign period. Tom HAYDEN exulted that 
the DNC was a "1005, victory in propaganda.!' 

SDS plans to disrupt the openings of major uR!yersities  next 
month. They hoped to gather new members from the ranks of the 
dissenters at the DNC. The 3 steps toward SDS'are from dissenter to 
radical to revolutionary. 

According to 2. Edgar HOOVER in the September - "FBI 
Law Enforcement Bulletin" - Many of SDS's members and some of its 
National leaders openly confess their faith in communist concepts and 
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but rather they appear to have been deliberately planned. 
• 

While there is still a deep resentment against conditions on the 
part of a considerable number of Negro ghetto residents, the Negro' 
community as a whole has not participated in the 1968 disorders to the 
extent they took part in or sympathized with the riots in 1967. Part 
of this may be due to the_program initiated by the NAACP, CORE and 

National Urban Lea:FE:10 improve life ;n the big-city slums, and 
part from a decision not to tangle with the U.S. Army which would be 
called if rioting of the 1967 type should break out. The ambush and 
sniping tactics, principally by Black Power extremists and the hit and 
run tactics of the teen-agers has never reached proportions that would 
necessitate calling'in Army troops. While the 1968 disorders have not 
been the massive type or as destructive as those that scourged Newark, 
Detroit, Watts, and other cities, they have been more numerous than 
prevailed last year and they present problems against which out-cities, 
states and the Federal Government do not have a ready and sure-fire 
response." 

Editor's Note: It has been observed that the prompt and massive "over-
reaction" by the Los Angeles Police Department at the time of the recent 
disorders following the 3rd Watts Anniversary activities kept them fr.om 
-significant acceleration. Further, it was observed that the DNC dis-
orders failed to induce participation by Chicago's black ghettos whose 
leaders had ordered militants to cool it in face of the considerable 
forces of law and order mustered in advance of the Convention. 

A modern phenomenon which has evolved in the last three or 
four years is the vast growth of the Underground Press. Underground 
means of mass communication utilized to avoid suppression by legal 
authority and/or attribution is not new to this age. but its volume is and 
the apparent freedom and ease in which filth, slanderous and libelous 
statements, and what appear to be almost treasonous anti-establishment 
propaganda is allowed to circulate is difficult to rationalize. • 	• 

There are perhaps 150 - 200 underground papers, almost all 
of them less than 3 years old and most. of them published under shaky 
financial condition in large cities or college towns. Largely created to 
reflect and shape the withdrawn life style of hippies and dropouts with 
a successful formula based on sex, .drugs, rock music, Oriental religion 
and "the San Francisco look" in psychedelic art, they have taken a sharp 
turn toward radical politics. Now the material is yielding to coverage of 
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• student uprisings, the peace movement, guerrilla activities, draft 
resistance and muck-raking attacks on the political and social estab-
lishment. Much of the disruptive activity so rampant currently is 
propagandized and directed through the facilities of this press and its 
extra utilization for publicizing as well as printing handbills, brochures, 
and other assorted items. 

The .underground-journals range from the brash young political ,r- 	papers like the Giant Speckled Bird of Atlanta, to the solid affluence of 
the Los Angeles Free Press. But the general trend is toward radical 
politics. Like rnani,  editors, Max SCH.ERR of the Berkeley Barb believes 
that police "harassment" is the largest single factor in politicizing the 
aliena.ted audience for underground papers. Much of the disenchantment 
of the.rlower people and the like is now being channeled into political 
radicalism by the war in Vietnam, pressure from the draft and the 
recent student revolts at Columbia and the Sorbonne. 

Since the 1st of the year, the few older papers, such as The 
Barb and The San Francisco Free Press, have been joined by some 30 
new radical underground papers, most of them heavily influenced by the 
leftist Students for a Democratic Society. Many of them, like the SDS, 
consider American society hopelessly corrupt and advocate disruption 
of "the system." In general the underground papers keep a sharp watch for 
misconduct by the police and for any evidence, however tenacious, that the 
U.S. is run by an interlocking directorate of the selfish and the complacent. 
The BP? gets heavy coverage, but otherwise race is not usually a priority 
issue. News -coverage is consciously subjective and one-sided. The theory 
is that truth is rooted in personal experience, and that the standard news 
media, by insisting on impartial and detached coverage, omit and distort 

• the uncierlying'reality of crucial news events_ In shorter form, the 
argument goes that no newspaper is objective - the underground papers 
are just the only ones acknowledging it. 

The papers are not held together by massive objectivity, but 
by trust. This same trust led to the "Underground Press Service," an 
agreement among some 60 underground editors to reprint from one 
anothcr's papers without special permission, attribution or rechecking. 
The underground papers are not a quality press.. Eight out of 10 would .  
fail if a few phonograph record companies stopped advertising in them. 

The advantage of the political papers is that they know exactly 
what their goal is, and a good . deal of the credit for their rise if being 
assigned to Liberation News Service.  Liberation News was founded in 
Washington, D.C. in 1967 by Ray MUNGO (Boston Universi4-1966) 
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and Marshal] BLOOM (Amherst 1966), both radical editors of 'hair 

college papers. ..It provides inexpensive political coverage (515.00 

a month for 2 or 3 weekly packets) to 400 outlets, including some 100 

underground papers, and has reportedly persuaded many "drug culture" 

papers to emphasize politics. 

The basic belief is that a "new journalism" is .taking shape in 

=...4rrierica, totally outsid_the province of Established Journalism and 

that radicals are leading the movement.' It also assumes that the es-

tablished media are incapable of printing the truth about anything 

important. In a bitter dispute recently, the Liberation News Agency 

split into two factions, both of which are attempting to continue 

publication as the one and only Liberation News Service. 

Stokely'CARM1CHAEL, recently disas-sociaied from SNCC 

amidst much fanfare, reportedly may be trying to organize his own 

group or to establish an association with The Black .Liberators, a 

militant black organization with headquarters in St. Louis, Missouri. 

He continues to speak out urging blacks to arm, prepare for guerrilla 

warfare and to have an undying hatred for whites. 

SOURCE: Police sources through FBI - IN 82365 

Although CARMICHAEL seemingly has moved closer to the 

Black Panther Party, it appears that the BFP leadership is not yet 

ready to further share their power. CARM1CHAEL's ouster from SNCC 

has left SNCC with internal dissension as a number of CA.RMICHAIL 

supporters remain in SNCC and do not fully accept the current leadership. 

The long murder trial of Huey P. NEWTON. Black Panther 

leader, went to the jury on 5 September 1968. The only Negro member • 

of the jury was elected its foreman. The verdict will be awaited with 

considerable interest. Ever since NEWTON's arrest the case has 	• 

r eceived great attention and publicity and has marked by almost con-

tinuous protests and demonstrations. The BPP and others have threatened 

extensive retribution if NEWTON is not freed and has brazenly stated 

that they will secure his release legally or by. other means. it must be 

assumed that a verdict of "guilty" will result in some disorder and 

disturbance. Its proportions cannot be forecast. 
, 	. 

According to COMBAT, the new conservative National Review, 

newsletter - Hippies poured a fortune in LSD into reservoirs expecting "to 

turn the Convention on." They were dismayed at the lack of results. 

Combat said - Chlorinated water instantly neutralizes LSD:' The con-

taminators were caught by police and arrested, but the news wasn't 
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CENTRAL INTELLIGEls 

wAsmiNcTont. D.C. 20505 

APPENDIX D 

17 FEB SS3 

Bill Sonn 
College Press Service 
1140 Delaware Street, Suite 3 
Denver, CO 80204 

Dear Mr. Sonn: 

This .s a final reply to your.30 May 1979 letter in which 

you requested, under the Freedom of Inforamtion Act (POIA), 

documents retrievable under the present and past names of your
 

orzanization. 

As you may recall, we had provided you an interim response 

on 6 July 1979; this final response also includes and updates 

what we had earlier provided Mr. Paul Feroe of your organizati
on 

on 18 April 1975. 

. After a thorough search of our records systems we located 

documents under "College Press Service," "Collegiate Press 

Service," and "United States Student Press Association,' which 

are listed below. The following determinations have been made
 on 

their releasability. 

Enclosed, Tab A, are copies of two documents which we are 

releasing to you with no deletions made. 

Documents  

1. Letter, 6 January 1969. 

2. Article from the University News, University of 

Missouri, Kansas City, MO., 22 April 1971. 

We also note that our files reflect the existence of another 

open source article published in the 21 September 
1967 issue of 

the Christian  Science Monitor. 

Enclosed, Tab B, are copies of documents in which deletions 

were made under exemption provisions (b)(1) and (b)(3) of. the 

?OD,. 



Documents  

3-6. Memoranda, 1 .November 1966, 8 January 1969, 
19 February 1969, and 3 August 1970. 

7. Extract, 12 October 1971. 

8. Attachment to Dispatch, "Radical Publications and 
Organizations," undated. 

In addition, there are 9 other documents which must be 
withheld from you in their entirety under provisions (b)(1) and 
(b)(3) of the FOIA. We attach at Tab C an explanation of these 
provisions. 

The denying official for the documents withheld in Coto, as 
well as for documents 3,6,7, and 8, is Mr. Louii J. Dube, 
Information Review Office for the Directorate of Operations. The 
denying official for documents 4 and 5 was Mr. Warren Priestley, 
Former Chief, Information Review Group, Office of Security. 

I am advising you of your right to appeal the above 
decisions by addressing your appeal to the CIA Information Review 
Committee, in my care. Should you decide to do this, please set 
forth the basis of your appeal. 

We wish to apologize for the length of time it has taken us 
to complete the processing of your request. We have been 
inundated, however, by a large number of requests over the past 
several years. Under the circumstances, we can only do our best 
to apportion our time and efforts in a manner calculated to 
satisfy all of our requesters. Thus, we have adopted the policy 

of first-received, first-answered. Thank you for your patience 
and consideration while we were completing the processing of your 

request. 

We have waived all fees in the processing of your request. 

Sincerely, 

La)r72Strawaerman 
Information and Privacy Coordinator 

Enclosures 
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Ap;roved ler alleeze 

pets  E P JAN 1.2i3 ' 

MEMORANDUM 7`01t.: 	Ze?..1.ty Director for So?ort. 

• SUBJECT • New Lelt lalai.L.aoe• is the C.a=pe.• P 11 • 
.--• 

1. 71.3.1 =.4r3ICLT rn_A-  --4  it for 	  

2. There ha-s b-e-srt ao fir= 	 •--•27-ifs of the 

=a= r of r-31.1=1pu.s po Lai cwt 	 th • 	 St.z to which are 	' .- 

cootro.11.1 a.o.d/or.i.m....1ma.cc.d by the STUDENTS FOR A DF-.- .1.iocRxric 

soCLE7T Lad othor ra.L'ic&1 N e yr Let orgazzl.-2=loos. Lm rocs= 

di • 	sic= 	 .1_1-klecc_. 	wa.• dete:-=Lord thsz. t3-• 

thoc.gb alert to io.d.t ri do-al act. riti. • of c.a.= 	j.o c_--all st s has 

mot =a-6* a  ele-t e-d a-r e rrt • yr of the prohl c .  

	

- 	• ; 	•.-• • - • 

- 	3. Over th• pant a,: r 	)=.<-•-•■ • "r• 7," 1470 1-t..* 

an imc,106.21. t=gr .11,75,46.1= B.-.7C • of Ne-sr 	 VI al is =*.my 	?ant 

d.irect.ly  tio• to =•22.1..of s a_od. oc•citrib---oeks 

.3—L9 F-1-1..A.7117.).N PR-I.--.SS SilkV10E U N tt CL.R.DII ND PALES 	 Cr, 

the SLS 	G.A.1.. EDUCATION PROZZ.G-1, •et-c.. A (.0 7-=air Gcasnl 

C  re-t.r.--y of the fin  meat ?Al "U.T.1-1 LED ST A.? 	S TUD Lt.; -1" • PREISS • . 

A.S..SC>C_LL.TION (U.S.EPA) ray,. hc.ac1• eoe o..r  th-• '-a d. 	 No. rrie•s, 

e_od US .PA ham bc..= charg • d 1.= the press with cpcati..orizzi, a -77— 

Norr--o-:ber 1953 e.-erot.-...- s.r 	 Ur* vaed L'_-to a =of:ea-enu of 

BLit.ekZoe,er a c!reoc-st • . 	 idiot C31.1‘..71, am Cif Q..4.pc-;-. 	b.1.-p• 

of thz se--oir--t-r to "oa-it.or 	 err, Nnro =.21e-i s-  :.:-, 

c:sropo re* is the E.o.ath-" : . (TA-15 	 -- :4. 	 I 

. 	; - . - 	- ' - 	".• 	- • - • 	. 	• i•-•" 	r17. 	; 	& 
• 

'. • •••• • 4 . Pe shape,  the best lx ios.2=s of tha New 	 mat 	_ 

i.t...0g..en.c•• 1n th• 	 pr-a•s ar• eom f=.11crurt.m.g cx.a-t.n. plea of th• 

	

frist • s of i arm • of the r-re r- /1.7:4 	a &to re of ib e pe blicre:lorla • 

	

1966 -- Oa 29 Dye 	r 1966, a lert•r vr-*At 111-111=t to 

the Presid.ent of the tr=itsd Ste-e• over the sigoators ■ of "s-t-od.zot- 

booty presi.....arat• or swat e-dltor. of 100 colleges 	uo--3,-erwIties 

is th• trIalte-d St:nix." The letter, the tat of 	was -rats-luso:I 

to th• press by Lbr sisestari.s, arpstored ..aerioaa new 

1-1 	 r■ 	e- of the Selee-tirs Sex-rico 



■ • • • •• 

•• 

  
 

Azzong guests pro-Tided travel amclIcee12'---. expenses by US.SPi.t.D 

attr--.:.d the oeclimar were Rev. 	W.RICHT, Dna-mi.:or of 

the NEWARK BLACK PCIY7r:-. coNri.R.ENcr. 	,vrorki 
of tbe 	 ICMN-VICol-ENT CDCR.ZiliATING 

Also 3ccord-1-za to tho press, t.S• nerr.inas b.ad no agar-di 

"virtea.Uy =Lithe discussion ce.ater•d on the Black PoNwer emocept 

Ls) theory esd fa practic•." Althangb a. 1.a.oxL-co.1 of 	n=2er.t.s 

at:tot:Led the sernir-a-r, it era. report•d ta.a.t those in a.rtend.r_-...em 

were "yr L.-- a.---il7 fro.= nil rye cone I s fro= Lira 3 bing ton so=1 to 

Te 	L.: :Jay of tb. seu doe-Ls 1•.24 ticen-  past in 	- 	aszoren- 

jariLti,,z..„, 	 to.po seirelts azo. " 

ine.d 1=la enasio■MAR aka • 
41. ••• 

1 
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TAB A 

U2 1T STATZS ST1JDZNT PRESS A_CCLATION  

The VNITZD STATES STUDENT PF 5S .ASSOCIATION 
(T.ISSPA.) +.a• rov.ade.d is 1962, nand throc.ahoet much of its lit. Ph& r • cl of_r_iee apace as4 a coo telepossa slate= w th the 
UNITED STATES NATIONAL 511.IDE/C7. 	 (USNSA), 
at 2.117 S Street, N. W. Waa}ingt.=--, D.C., in a h1:--r ldi-r-g• ide=1.11.!.•d in the press a-a haying berg prvvicsd USN3,1, by.  thin A.vrac7. 

e 196.3 	 of tSs .E.ncy clap. die of Orza.ei 	s Lsts the 
,ab.cr.e add ess to Ur-SPA a_hd incl-ades the co=rxte=t Cr-at it 
"operates Cl v.: of th • o fieea aS th • 	e-d States Na.:1 or-al Seel....e.a.t Aa social-io-n, bat tho rowo or2a --: 7- toL., are sao-t. related Lm an 
policy-=a-le-.g 	 1-i-o••••ver, t= a atr2 -==•=. to a reporter 
for the St. 1.-111.4.)..is Post-Diret.t1  of 4 Novr=›or 1966, 
David M. Peters-oa, 	 e..irector ci USSPA, atatra 
the •tade-  press gasp 	=.o k_nowle e the 436.2 	 sA 
ties 	 the CIA, s.xilac :Lace mere 	re_lation_s-zip with the 
VSNSA.. 

The r.SSPA cla_L-= • a =5•=31.-erablp of 310 pad a 'mater̀   of ave. 
It ope rates Co-e COL. 	T Z. PRESS S aRY/ CE ( CPS) , 
reportedly provide, r.ews 	fea-re stories.  about 
and Sorel/To 	 student and talICA.r102:activitie•. The Ss: rice 
is sole' to stud 	Ise-wr si pap-. T. , 	t'm &- n.t s e-r-es 	e1 u • 	a-dio arad 
tele-visic= itatiermo. college puhlic rtl_acris °Vices, 

t-Ixrra 	a_rod c-cr-a-1=3 r ci 4.1 tLew ;pep-. r 	d cr-e.g Lo.• • . 
US-SPA a.ls.o 	 clippL-.--F, R..c  rriee of sdeat mewspa7.-•:•; 
p7epahree 3-cpart• 	T-artoos probk/e-=...s oS t.S‘a stadc-n.t press; 
opt rates a c 	Tam 	r-r1c • La .1/41 I p role Is 1 ocs-1 a- ad er=r:Le 
jo-u r=a-Lih e a.a.a.3 Tz.. Lb • =":a •=t assd pre a e-r4ati on of • to dant ix.h- 
Li c 	c a • ; and issar• the fet:lerwr-tog irregv.,:s1 	 th• 
USSPA 	 s=sa.=ti.e.ls Lc: szter-;-t editors, 	 if of 
arridys or, specific prohle=g of the statlect preps. The tries? 
holds 	 eg-  ocial casfertarrs, a QT.-►esiCin= =era 
a=4 as a ^**ns1 co..-rr=-...-ipa-zr)•10.:L=g, the 7.a :ter Liam.a.11y La. A-ag----at. 

•• 
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T former General Secreta--y oS USS?A (stip Listed as 
the 196.5 Eacyclopedia. of Ori-,anicntioes), Marshall I D.I.,.001„; 

Is identified a • the co-fonstder Le: Cctoh-er 1967 of the radical 
Lelt J-13EP-AT3ON NEWS SERVICE. (3LOOK, a for-er 

journali et a: ArrIlt•rW'rrectived octori•ty wheal suspended fro= 
the London School of Zoonoalcs for orga-eiz.lr_g  a stader-t pretest 
s=ecting . ) The L.L3E2_/1/41-20N ;SEWS SE-RY1C5--  cLtims to provide 
thrice-v.eekly mailing s a....nd a. wire ow:vice to sontie 400 subscriberi, 
mostly ttodenreeund aid cal/Az& papers, 40:Soh provides a readar- 
ahip of five n-ALLica- 	March 196.43, the..L.MT-2.....AMON NEWS ' 
StlitYICE sha-red. 1i s.sblazton.. D. G olnces at 3 "130=as 	?LTV. 
with the W.A.51-it:-.1G TON F.RZE PRESS,  L'NZURCENT 	 AND 
GRAP!-.11CS the regicrnal °L ace of STUDENTS FOR A r.d.I.:3r!OCS-.' ;TIC 
SOCIETY, a aunt of the DICK. CRS-CrOl.kr  FOR PP_F_S—LDM•ir CLU3L 
More rec gaily, it has been reported that I_LBERATION NEWS 
SERVICE is operated from 81-0014'S 	11-a.• saoho_setts a-od 
frorr. a Nee, York City address. Frorn the Lr-rter ar-d' _rests it alp.o 
oPer 	i-rr.? (1-UGH SC-F3C>01. INDEPENDENT PRESS SEY.V1C_E) 
to pro-.1d• New 1...e.ft. paoto•'az.--d re-snares to high •chooloLL.S.  ci-s1 
and ••.del-g roiond yeatiLi cations. 

USS.P.A recently (4 Nov-err-ber 196.5), rec•iyec nce-oriety 
a r • • =It of a lw e tit Zrd a c. 7:117.12-  10A 	rpon. spo re ti fo- • re:the :a 
.00Lleg • neiespe.?er editors in 	Georg ia_ laths swords of 
a reporter for the SL Louie  Post- Dle 7.--atch: 	wa. ■ hralsri as 
a weekend aecniras for Soot:earn 	newsp.aper edners 
into a c 	e re nm er of 131a. &lc Power a dvo at es hest t o-fa. y P.....LocroarLeg  
the g a-t2.-.e ring  eras a char;  a that tb s elle. ..1r was 	ed uncle r the 
ma.: a pi c e-• of the Central 	 c • As•ricy to _-r)oLtor milita=t 
actiyiry on N g ro 	tge c.a_-np.a.ses Le tha Scroth." 

DSSPA denied the charg es of CIA icrolveme.r-t, 
arr./ 	 w'i'th LZAh•e rood that -AA e recy's fir-a=c1r4 through 

USSPA of the tray-el to the U. S. of ar India= •rodar-t Le 1965. 
USSP.A ssirrrila-rly deal..c centred ties svia.n. the 

A.ccor&rls  to the press, =sort of the cow rOV Lai /or= Lan: 
eras corset.-d irre a motel in a preder=zi.-_-a_r-tly Neg ro ee-ctor of 	. 



1967 -- The needy-fo=ed NAT1ONA.L .A...S50ClAT10N 

OF STrinE.Ii.T. ?RESIDENTS .tt_ND EDITGRS, is M...s.y 1967 spor./..ored 

a "peace tea.ch-i.z" for=ally tItl•d "A Nat1==.1.1. Day of Incvlry," 

which v.-as conveyed by radio a=.11 telephone hook-up to a'pproxi-

roately t-wc-=t-7. =ive: ratty ir.=a college ca-mpuses f..= the ELlIt and 

Strath. and "lavolve-d" some eighty cz..•=lpuses across the 

United States. TZe sp==•oring organization was described as 

being cornpos-+t, of more th.a.= 200 presidents of st-uderl-• cz..ocae 

or gov 	• and editors of college puBlic-a.tioe.a. App.tarLzg 

on the broadcra.at portion ofthso t•ach-in ware such Vietr..a.= critics 

sup John KemisotJA ChAl-BRA1TH, 	 Jercrs• 

Stazdey 11C:FF1.A.N„ aid Henry Steele 

1968 -- la a four pa,ge 	 srpor_so:•akry 

"..Lar=ez Cozzerne-d" is the New 'York Ti.-r.es  of 3 }jay 1968.. 

two-hilz/...red a.  -..:1..m•ty-eight individual si•d as e-etzrs of 

college sad u.---"veirsity publics ors Lo the Uzits.d Stai-• s 

among siztato.ries to a state-==.--• rea_eizg: "We, Proaidt.z_._,.. 4  

Sr.adent Govar=enz awl Editor-5 of car...,Fs n•wsp.a.?ers at =ore 

ima-= 500 Az.-leric...a.= colleges, believe 	we 	 be forced 

to fight iz the Vietzar= war becensa the 	war. 	uz.N....t. 

and 	 " The =some a a.L1G C2=pai ne w a papa 

these 	>ries ire asalla.'nle if air wired_ (0-z• of the zig--A..t.c 	II, 

1:=.terestizz1y c=or-gh, was a Universiry of Dva:rer oszrpos setter 

liste-d only as David 	 pos•thly 

Z.x.e c-ut1ye ire-c=2- of the alp: celantion.e-d USSP.A.). 

5. Mae ically, at 1.r_A-st, it will he rated tl-at the ca=pas 

goyer=zr:ezt 	press leader•hip aaherenc. to t..1-,• yaricr.a• 

ca....-zpeigrus 	11-̂ C r 61-11 b c ove r the past tit 	yew r • Tr..e 

of two huzdr e.4 s----4 Lxi '-eight usxs e 	Ln a 1--Llatz_zt ?rot...- 

gra-neat. effort !...= May 1968, reflects a fr-ig,ter...-g Lrea.d. 

/.5,/ 

Howard Osborn 

Director Security 
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kprprcve6 :or Rilbr_se 

Pe" 2 : j;:th 

19. February 1969 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD 

-----.-_, 1. of Security provided the following 
....7,  in answer L 	. request for information on. any of the 
_ - 

students from the press association that visited the Agency 
on 14 February. 

a. Guy MENDEZ: wrote article's in the Kentucky  
Colonel June-Sept '68 (U. of Kentucky) 
Was a member of an SDS revolutionary group. 
Co-authored articles with Daniel Colierin. 

b. Randy FURST: editorial staff of the National 
Guardian (a weekly founded by the extreme 
leit American Labor Party) 

c. Peter HELW/G: New Haven Courier Journal  
in Sept. 68 invol—reci witn group promoting 
the Party for an Alternative Candidate 
(Dick Gregory) 

2 	 cautioned that -there was no positive 
'identification that the students who attended the briefing 
here,  .,e're in fact the people on whom he had information. It 
could' have been a coincidence of names. 

• 
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17,1.7..oN'ol los Belsess 
Pete 0.1 

Z, 	1S7D 

Recuest 

Ihtir.ed States Stuelent Press Association (U5S'PA) (NL) 

LOCATrou: 1779 Church Szreet , "N.V. 
Wahinzton, D.C. 

Other Identifyin; Data: liairtt-tir.3 C.orresnondents ail. 02 

fri.e voulf.1 appreciate receiving any information you 
may have on the at-ove crgard:ation. 

PLEASE ITO.NSLIIT IE?iY Yip 1.1t-ISBR 	• 

Ca '
.-.. di 77.7. :.-smer'.7.t.tt:t ilm t--

..:•eia 

• ur,:ik .....t." -:,.. 1..,-; •••••: ;.:-. 1. ;-.:.• ,.;:. .1 0.:.:e.i.ratire 
	. 	• 

tu...:::..-..• ... :.t ......* '.. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

F 

ANGUS MACKENZIE, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY, 
ET AL., 

Defendants.  

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 	Civil Action No. 
) 	82-1676 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

ORDER 

Upon consideration of defendant's motion for extension 

of time to complete processing of documents, plaintiff's opposi-

tion thereto, and plaintiff's cross-motions for discovery and a 

Vaughn index, it is by this Court, this 	day of 	  

1984, 

ORDERED that defendants are to complete all processing 

and production of documents responsive to plaintiff's Freedom 

of Information Act request, as set forth in the Stipulation 

entered into by the parties and approved by this Court on 

September 9, 1982, within thirty (30) days of the entry of the 

order; and it is further 

ORDERED that the stay of proceedings approved by this 

Court on September 9, 1982 is lifted to permit Plaintiff to take 

discovery of defendants to ascertain whether all documents 



2 

responsive to plaintiff's request have been identified; and it 

is further 

ORDERED that the defendants prepare and produce a 

Vaughn index for all documents responsive to plaintiff's request, 

and for which exemptions are claimed by defendants, within sixty 

(60) days of the entry of this Order. 

John J. Pratt 
United States District Judge 

Dated: 
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Plaintiff asserts that the search and production completed by 

the CIA thus far has been inadequate and incomplete. 

Finally, plaintiff respectfully moves the Court to 

Order defendants to prepare a Vaughn index, itemizing and 

describing the factual basis upon which they claim exemptions 

from FOIA's disclosure requirements for all documents responsive 

to plaintiff's request, as delimited by the September 9, 1982 

Stipulation. 

In support of this Opposition and these Cross-Motions, 

plaintiff submits herewith a memorandum of points and authorities, 

and a proposed order. 

Plaintiff requests the Court to grant an oral hearing 

on these motions. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Kevin J. Brosch 
STEPTOE 4, JOHNSON 

Chartered 
1250 Connecticut Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20036 
(202) 862-2000 

Dated: February 6, 1984 



THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

) 
ANGUS MACKENZIE 	 ) 

) 
Plaintiff, 	 ) 

) 
v. 	 ) 	Civil Action No. 

) 82-1676 
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY, 	) 
et. al. 	 ) 

) 
Defendants. 	 ) 
	 ) 

PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES 
IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR EXTENSION 

OF TIME AND IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S CROSS-MOTIONS 
FOR DISCOVERY AND A VAUGHN INDEX 

Plaintiff respectfully submits this memorandum in 

opposition to defendants' January 16, 1984, Motion for an 

Extension of Time to Complete Processing of Documents; and in 

support of plaintiff's Cross-motions for Discovery and for 

preparation of a Vaughn Index. 

PLAINTIFF OPPOSES DEFENDANTS' REQUEST FOR 
AN EXTENSION, AND SEEKS AN ORDER COMPELLING 
PRODUCTION OF ALL REQUESTED DOCUMENTS WITHIN 
THIRTY (30) DAYS 

The current motion and cross-motions before the Court 

result from the failure of the defendants, the Central Intel-

ligence Agency, et al., (hereinafter "defendants" or "CIA"), to 



comply with the terms of a Stipulation entered into by the 

parties and approved by this Court on September 9, 1982 (Here-

inafter, The Stipulation*). Pursuant to that Stipulation, 

defendants agreed search its files for materials responsive to 

a Freedom of Information Act ("FOIA") request made by plaintiff 

Angus Mackenzie (hereinafter "Mackenzie" or "plaintiff"). 

Plaintiff's request was for documents in the CIA's files relat-

ing to thirty-eight domestic newspapers or periodicals. Defen-

dants were obliged, under the Stipulation, to report by November 

9, 19B2 if processing of any files would take more than one 

year, and to provide a schedule for production. Absent that, 

production was to have been completed by November 9, 1983. The 

defendants failed to meet these agreed-upon deadlines, and on 

or about November 16, 1982 informed plaintiff that it would be 

several weeks late in meeting its schedule for its final pro-

duction. Moreover, defendants informed plaintiff at that time 

that they would not be able to produce any documents relating 

to plaintiff's request for files relating to one of those 

thirty-eight domestic periodicals -- Ramparts  magazine -- and 

asked for a six-month extension. 

Plaintiff was regrettably unable to agree to defen-

dants' request. While plaintiff has continually sought, during 

the past four-and-one-half years since his initial FOIA request 

was filed, to accommodate the CIA, and to lessen its adminis-

trative burden, in achieving production of documents in this 

case, plaintiff could only conclude that the CIA intended only 

Pro forma compliance with the terms of the Stipulation reached 

Y .` • • 



on September 9, 1982. The CIA has not complied with either the 

substance or spirit of that Stipulation. Therefore, plaintiff 

has little option at this time other than to request relief 

from this Court in—the form of an Order requiring the defen-

dants to complete production of the documents subject to the 

stipulated agreement within thirty (30) days, and for other 

relief set forth in sections II i III of this memorandum. In 

order for the court to fully appreciate plaintiff's position, a 

short summary of the circumstances that have transpired thus 

far in this case is appropriate. 

A. 	Plaintiffs FOIA request for documents 
has already been pending for more then 
four and one half years.  

Plaintiff Angus Mackenzie is a free-lance journalist 

who has specialized since 1977 in investigating and reporting 

about government relations with the press. Mackenzie's 

articles have appeared in the Columbia Journalism Review, The 

Progressive,  The Nation, Jack Anderson's syndicated Merry-Go-

Round and in more than 550 newspapers throughout the United 

States. Mr. Mackenzie has received acclaim for his work, 

including the 1983 Award for Investigative Journalism from The 

Media Alliance, a San Francisco journalism society. 

In 1979, Mackenzie was conducting research, on 

assignment for Columbia Journalism Review, regarding allege CIA 

interference with the "underground" or "dissident" press. 

After discovering evidence of a CIA operation which targetted 

the dissident press in the United States, Mackenzie filed a 



request under the FOIA, 5 U.S.C. S 552 et seq, with the Central 

Intelligence Agency on June 25, 1979. Because the topic of his 

research primarily benefitted the general public nationwide 

Mr. Mackenzie requested that the CIA waive normal duplication 

and production fees. 

The CIA responded by denying Mr. Mackenzie s s request 

for the documents and for a fee waiver and required, instead, a 

$61,500 search fee. However, the CIA stated that it would pro-

duce and waive fees for those newspapers *whose authorized 

representatives . . . provided appropriate release in your 

_1/ 
favor. 	While Mr. Mackenzie continued to assert his rights 

under FOIA for production of the files related to all the 

requested newspapers, he did seek, and ultimately obtained, 

waivers or releases from about twenty newspapers, and submitted 

those to the CIA. The CIA never produced the requested docu-

ments for those twenty newspapers in spite of Mr. Mackenzie's 

compliance with this "waiver" request. Throughout 1979 and 

1980 Mr. Mackenzie continued to seek the documents and a fee 

waiver from the CIA but to little avail. By April 9, 1981, 

Mr. Mackenzie had pursued appeals of this denial at various 

administrative levels at the CIA and was informed by the CIA 

that he had exhausted all administrative remedies. 

1/ 	This "waiver" requirement is beyond any requirement found 
in FOIA or the agency's implementing regulations. Besides, it 
placed a virtually insurmountable block in Mr. Mackenzie's path 
because most of the newspapers for whom requests had been made 
had disbonded in the early 1970's. 

- 4 



In March 1982, plaintiff requested administrative 

reconsideration of the CIA's denial on the grounds that more 

recent publications of his research in national periodicals and 

prominent newspapets had provided clear evidence of the public 

benefit from his work. In that same request for reconsidera-

tion, plaintiff offered to reduce substantially the size of his 

original FOIA request to lessen the CIA's burden. At that 

time, the plaintiff identified a discrete list of several dozen 

newspapers which formed the basis of his revised request, and 

in addition requested several specifically named files. The 

CIA responded by stating that it would recalculate its esti-

mated search fee but refused to reconsider plaintiff's entitle-

ment to a fee waiver. The CIA asserted that it was continuing 

to process the files for which Mr. Mackenzie had obtained 

"waivers" but estimated, in a letter dated April 13, 1982, that 

it would take an additional two years to produce those docu-

ments even though the CIA had promised to produce as early as 

1979. Despite diligent efforts by the plaintiff to reach an 

• accommodation with the CIA, the agency showed no willingness to 

compromise. Therefore, on June 9, 1982, Mr. Mackenzie was forced 

to file suit in this case to assert his right to production of 

these documents and fee waiver under the Freedom of Information 

Act. 

In the ensuing two months, plaintiff's counsel and 

counsel representing the CIA conducted continuous negotiations 

attempting to reach a settlement. On September 9, 1982, the 

parties reached an accord and entered into The Stipulation. In 

5 



essence, the plaintiff agreed to limit his request to documents 

relating to thirty-eight (38) U.S. underground or dissident 

newspapers and CIA agreed to produce those documents on a 

schedule which was—to last approximately one year. The CIA 

also agreed, in a separate letter, to waive all fees for search 

and production. 

B. 	Defendants were aware of the volume 
of the Ramparts files at the time they 
agreed to the Stipulation. 

One of the reasons that plaintiff agreed in the Stip-

ulation to a year's production schedule for his substantially-

reduced request was that the CIA told plaintiff, during the 

period of negotiation, that it anticipated problems with 

regards to production of documents for four of the 38 domestic 

newspapers: the Liberation News Service, the Guardian, 

1/ Quicksilver Times, and Ramparts. 	The CIA stated that it 

needed a sufficiently long period of production to respond to 

the request, especially since it anticipated large numbers of 

documents from these four periodicals. In fact, the CIA 

insisted on the inclusion of paragraph 7 of the Stipulation 

which specifically states that: 

Paragraph 6 does not apply to the 
following four publications or entities: (a) 
Liberation News Service; (b) Guardian; (c) 
Ramparts; (d) Quicksilver Times. At the end 
of the two months search period, CIA shall 

21 	Ramparts was a leading journal of protest in the 60's and 
70's whose editorial staff included well-known journalists like 
Robert Scheer, now a reporter with the Los Angeles Times. 
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provide an estimate as to the time for pro-
cessing and releasing documents relating to 
these four publications or entities, subject 
to paragraphs S and 11. 

Thus, defendants were well aware that the Ramparts files in 

particular were extensive at the time they agreed to a one-year 

production period. 

Moreover, plaintiff has learned, upon infomation and 

belief, that defendants have previously processed numerous 

documents from the Ramparts files as part of its settlement of 

Scheer v. CIA, Civil No. 77-1492 (N.D. Cal.) (filed July 7, 

1977) (Poole, J.). Mr. Robert Scheer, currently a reporter for 

the Los Angeles Times, and formerly a-Ramparts editor, received 

numerous documents from the CIA marked "Subj: RampartsTM, or 

similarly denominated as part of the CIA's Ramparts files. 

Having already conducted that search, and completed production, 

for that request, defendants krrew more than just the general 

size of Ramparts files; they were aware of the number of 

documents likely to be involved. Thus, during the negotiation 

period, and from the very beginning of the search and produc-

tion period designated in the Stipulation, the CIA knew that 

the Ramparts production would be substantial, and agreed to the 

one-year production period with that in mind. 

C. 	The processing required for the first thirty-seven 
requests has placed little burden on the CIA, and it 
is therefore not entitled to any additional time.  

In determining whether the CIA is entitled to addi- 

tional time to process the Ramparts documents, the Court should 



consider how diligent the CIA has been in responding to plain-

tiff's FOIA request since September 9, 1982. The total number 

of documents actually produced to Mr. Mackenzie in more than 

fourteen months' time has been thirty-six  (36). Moreover, only 

282 documents were identified by the CIA as even being "respon-

sive" to plaintiff's request. Plaintiff believes that the CIA 

is actually in possession of many more documents that have been 

reported, and has evidence which demonstrates the CIA's search 

has been inadequate. See section II of this memorandum, 

infra. Nonetheless, the agency's expenditure of more than 

fourteen months simply to identify just 282 documents and to 

produce only 36, cannot reasonably be termed "diligent." 

In spite of this, the Affidavit of Louis J. Dube, 

Information Review Officer for the CIA's Director of Opera-

tions, submitted in support of d,efendant's motion (hereinafter 

"Dube Affidavit"), states that "the Agency has processed the 

plaintiff's FOIA request in the utmost good faith and with 

evident due diligence." He states at paragraph 4 that "we 

completed the processing of the 37 requests within the one year 

time frame set forth by the stipulation. We have expended an 

enormous amount of resources, and terms of both money and per-

sonnel time, in accomplishing this processing of plaintiff's 

multi-faceted request." This language is conclusory and mis-

leading, and the Court should ignore it. The truth is that 

plaintiff has received only a handful of documents from the CIA 

in the past seventeen months. An analysis of what the plain-

tiff has received thus far exposes Mr. Dube's claims of due 

- 8 



diligence on the part of the CIA; such an assertion cannot be 

supported by the meager search and production accomplished thus 

far in this case. 

Initially, Mr. Dube's statement that the CIA has com-

pleted processing "37 of the 38" requests gives a misleading 

impression. The CIA reported to plaintiff on November 9, 1982 

that there were no responsive documents whatsoever for nine of 

these 37 newspapers. Thus, the CIA had absolutely no burden in 

producing requests for nine newspapers, and at most, the CIA 

can claim to have had the burden of processing 28 requests, and 

not 37. 

Moreover, the time expenditure required for the 

search of those twenty-eight requests can hardly have been 

"enormous." Whatever search method the CIA employed, it 

uncovered, as mentioned earlier, only 282 responsive docu-

ments. This is hardly a fourteen-month task, and Mr. Dube's 

affidavit is devoid of any explanation for such obvious 

inefficiency. 

And, as noted above, the CIA has actually produced 

very few documents of those 282. The CIA has claimed exemp-

tions for, and has withheld in entirety, 80 of the 282 docu-

ments. In addition, the CIA has not produced another 166 of 

the 282 documents because it claims that those documents belong 

to other agencies. It claims either to have returned those 

documents to the originating agencies, or has notified the 

plaintiff that production will be "coordinated" with another 

government agency. 

9 



Mr. Dube's claim that production is "complete" for 

the first thirty-seven requests is also inaccurate. To date, 

of the documents which the CIA claimed would be coordinated 

with other agencies, the plaintiff has received only two; 

plaintiff is still awaiting report from the CIA on what will be 

done with regard to those "coordinated" documents. 

Thus, of the 282 documents which the CIA has 'identi-

fied since September 9, 1982 only a handful have actually been 

delivered and produced in some form to the plaintiff. Processing 

of the documents could not have taken "enormous" time as Mr. 

Dube claims. For example, several of the 36 documents produced 

were simply reproductions of Congressional reports, public 

Commission documents and generally available indexes for which 

no claims of exemptions would have been available to the CIA; 

therefore, little review or analysis by CIA staff was 

required. The CIA was simply faced with a simple reproduction 

task in those cases. 

Also, the CIA has been put to little time or effort 

in evaluating the documents or in developing rationale for its 

claims of exemptions for the 116 documents either withheld in 

entirety or produced in deleted form. That is because the CIA 

has made no attempt to explain its withholding of documents. 

In virtually every case, it simply listed the "(b)(1)" national 

security exemption or the "(b)(3)" sources and methods exemp-

tion as its basis for its withholding without providing any 

further description of the documents, any analysis of why the 

documents qualified for such an exemption claim nor any other 

- 10 - 



information which might require some expenditure of time or 

effort on the CIA's part. 

D. 	Defendants are bound to complete production in 
accordante with the terms of the Stipulation, and 
have not demonstrated "unexpected" difficulties which 
would entitle them to an extension. 

Defendants seek to excuse their failure to comply 

with the production schedule established in the Stipulation by 

relying on the authority granted this Court, under 5 U.S.C. 

S 552(a)(6)(C), to extend certain statutory deadlines, and on 

the language of the Court of Appeals decision in Open America  

v. The Watergate Special Prosecution Task Force, 547 F.2d 605 

(D.C. Cir. 1976) (hereinafter, "Open America"). Defendant's 

reliance is misplaced for several reasons. 

5 U.S.C. S 552(a)(6)(C) is only intended to permit 

extension of the strict statutory deadlines for production 

established under 5 U.S.C. S 552(a)(6)(A) & (B). The language 

of the statute itself, the legislative history of FOIA, and the 

Court of Appeals decision in Open America make that clear. 

While the defendants Memorandum quotes partial language of 5 

U.S.C. S 552(a)(6)(C), it omits the prior sentence which 

defines the purpose of that subsection's grant of authority to 

permit extensions. The statute provides: 

(C) Any person making a request to any 
agency for records under paragraph (1), (2), 
or (3) of this subsection shall be deemed to 
have exhausted his administrative remedies 
with respect to such request if the agency 
fails to comply with the applicable time  
limit provisions of this paragraph. If the 
Government can show exceptional circumstances 
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exist and that the agency is exercising due 
diligence in responding to the request, the 
court may retain jurisdiction and allow the 
agency additional time to complete its review 
of the records. Upon any determination by an 
agency to comply with a request for records, 
the records shall be made promptly available 
to such person making such request. 

5 U.S.C. S 552(a)(6)(C) (emphasis added). Moreover, as defen-

dants later acknowledge in their memorandum, 5 U.S.C. 

S 552(a)(6)(C) "was put in as a safety valve after the protests 

of the administration that the rigid limits of subparagraphs  

(A) and (B) [of 5 U.S.C. S 552(a)(6)) might prove unworkable." 

Open America, supra at 610 (emphasis added). 

Plaintiff is not insisting that the defendants 

produce documents subject to any deadline required by 5 U.S.C. 

S 552(a)(6). The standards established in Open America only 

apply to circumstances where those rigid deadlines are sought 

to be enforced, and that is not this case. During the entire 

history of this request, plaintiff has repeatedly attempted to 

accommodate the CIA, and has agreed to production schedules far 

longer than permitted by FOIA. In the Stipulation, plaintiff 

agreed to a production schedule which would permit the CIA 

sixty days to complete an initial review of its files and to 

produce a schedule of release, and then an additional year to 

2/ complete its production. 	In Open America, plaintiffs were 

3/ 	In fact, plaintiff's accomodations to the CIA has already 
extended beyond the agreed-upon period. When informed by 
counsel for defendants in November, 1983, that the CIA would 
not meet the agreed upon deadline, plaintiff agreed to fore-
stall filing a Motion to Compel with this Court and attempted 
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attempting to enforce strictly the twenty-day statutory period; 

here, defendants agreed to, and have been granted fourteen 

months under the terms of the Stipulation. This is simply not 

an Open America situation. 

Thus, Open America may establish the standard for 

determining whether a government agency will be excused from 

complying with its statutorily-imposed deadlines, but is 

inapposite in circumstances where, as here, the government 

agency has committed itself to separate, contractual obliga-

tions to produce. Plaintiff submits that the Court must 

determine whether the CIA has lived up to its contractual 

obligations. Plaintiff asserts that the CIA plainly has not. 

Those obligations were as follows: Under the terms 

paragraphs 4 & 5 of the Stipulation, defendants were required 

to complete initial search within two months, and to estimate 

its time of processing which may be as long as one year.' 

The CIA was then required, under paragraph 6, to process and 

release documents relating to at least seven publications 

every sixty days. Had the CIA identified documents for all 38 

requested publications, production of all documents would have 

required, at most, one year. 

Paragraph 7 permitted the CIA to exempt four publica-

tions, including Ramparts, from the schedule in paragraph 6, 

(Footnote 3 continued) 

to negotiate an extension of time to produce which would be 
reasonable and certain. Defendants would not agree to a firm 
date and ultimately filed their Motion for extension. 
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but specifically required the CIA, at the end of the sixty day 

search period, to inform plaintiff if any additional time would 

be required. 

The Stipulation did allow for some flexibility in 

adjusting the schedule. Two paragraphs of the stipulation are 

notable in this regard. Under Paragraph 8, the CIA undertook 

to produce the documents expeditiously and in good faith, and 

to release documents earlier than the schedule required if 

possible: 

When possible, when all documents 
pertaining to a particular newspaper have 
been processed, such documents shall be 
released (subject to withholding or deletion) 
without waiting for the conclusion of the 
entire process. Also, if possible, periodic 
releases of documents relating to the four 
publications or entities in paragraph 7 will 
be made without waiting for the conclusion of 
the entire processing. 

Paragraph 11 of the stipulation permitted the CIA to 

seek by agreement of the parties or application to the Court an 

extension of the time period 

"If unexpected difficulties  are encountered; 
for example, if documents discovered in the 
search lead to a substantial number of addi-
tional documents. 

(Emphasis added.) 

These two provisions were specifically included in 

the stipulation in order to ensure that the CIA would comply 

with the production schedule in good faith, but to allow some 

flexibility where "unexpected difficulties" occurred. 

Defendants have simply failed to comply with any of 

these obligations. First, defendants failed to fulfill their 
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obligations, under paragraph 7, to provide at the end of the 

two-month search period, an estimate as to the time for 

processing and releasing documents relating to these four 

publications or entities . . ." (including Ramparts). The 

CIA's November 9, 1982 letter stated that it is estimated that 

it will take twelve months to complete the processing . . .' 

If the CIA was to seek extension of the production period 

because of Ramparts,  it was obliged under paragraph 7 to report 

this fact in the November 9, 1982 letter. It did not do so. 

Second, the CIA did not completed its production by 

November 9, 1983. As mentioned above, it produced no documents 

for Ramparts;  it has never finished processing the "coordinated 

documents;" it did not even complete the first thirty-seven 

requests until December 5, 1983. 

Finally, the CIA has not shown "unexpected difficul-

ties" which would excuse its performance under the terms of 

paragraph 11. Mr. Dube's affidavit fails to mention any 

difficulties in production which were not known to, or could 

not have reasonably been anticipated by the CIA at the time the 

Stipulation was signed on September 9, 1982. The CIA clearly 

knew that the Ramparts  production would be more voluminous than 

the other requests; the CIA had previously researched and pro-

duced a substantially similar request for Mr. Scheer. More-

over, the CIA surely knew that the Ramparts  file was large 

because it said so during negotiations and because it had 

expressly reserved the right, which it failed to exercise, to 

seek an extension on the Ramparts  production by informing 
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plaintiff by November 9, 1982 of time estimates for that 

production. 

Mr. Dube's affidavit, in this regard, is singularly 

unfortunate and distressing because he provides no dates or 

time references to support his assertions. He states: 

When we searched ... for information on 
Ramparts . . . we discovered a voluminous 
amount of documents existed on that topic. 
At that point we realized that it would be 
impossible to complete processing and review 
of the Ramparts request within the time set 
forth in the stipulation. This unantici- 
pated occurrence should not cloud [the CIA's 
other efforts]. 

Plaintiff submits that Mr. Dube's affidavit in this 

regard is wholly unadequate to demonstrate that "unexpected 

difficulties [were] encountered," as required by paragraph 11 

of the Stipulation. Notably absent from the Dube affidavit is 

any statement of approximate date on which this "unanticipated" 

discovery was made. The affidavit attempts to leave the 

impression that the CIA had never estimated the size of the 

Ramparts files until just recently and after it had completed 

processing Mr. Mackenzie's first thirty-seven requests. In 

light of the CIA's own Stipulation reservation regarding 

Ramparts, and the prior Scheer production involving Ramparts  

materials, plaintiff suggests that the affidavit is mislead-

ing. 
.1../ 
 

In this same regard, Mr. Dube fails to state how the 6,500 
'potentially responsive" Ramparts documents now identified 
compares with the number of Ramparts documents identified on 
November 9, 1982 at the conclusion of the search period. He 

(Continued) 



Finally, Mr. Dube fails to explain why the CIA could 

not process the Ramparts materials in the required fourteen  

months when it had uncovered a list of only 282 documents, and 

produced only 36 documents, for the other thirty-seven periodi-

cals combined. Mr. Dube wholly ignores the CIA's obligation, 

under paragraph B of the Stipulation to release, where possi-

ble, documents prior to the conclusion of the entire processing 

period. Certainly a serious question of CIA compliance with 

the intent and spirit of the Stipulation exists where it took 

the entire one-year processing period to produce just thirty-

six documents. 

Much of the rest of the Dube affidavit, and of 

defendant's memorandum, dwells on the large number of other 

requests which the CIA must process. While this might be an 

appropriate consideration in an Open America situation where 

the government agency is being asked to comply with strict 

statutory deadlines, it is of little consequence in this case 

because this large number of requests cannot be said to con-

stitute "unexpected difficulties," the test to be applied 

pursuant to paragraph 11 of the Stipulation. In fact, it is 

clear that dealing with a large number of FOIA cases is a 

regular fact of life for the CIA. See Dube Affidavit 1 6, at 

(Footnote 4 continued) 

does not state that it is any different, or explain why this 
"voluminous" number was not discovered and reported to plain-
tiff on November 9, 1982 in accordance with the requirements of 
paragraph 7 of the Stipulation. 
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5-6. Defendants admit that there has been a continued high 

level of FOIA requests "since 1976." Defendants' Memorandum at 

6. Even assuming the CIA did have a large number of cases to 

process, it clearly understood those pressures when it entered 

into the Stipulation on September 9, 1982. A large FOIA case 

load was simply not "unexpected," and therefore does not excuse 

defendants' failure to meet their contractual obligations. 

The most troubling aspect of the CIA's request for 

extension until April 30 is that it does not even guarantee 

that it will complete processing by that date. Mr. Dube's 

affidavit, and the defendants' proposed order, state only that 

the CIA will "make every reasonable effort," to come into com-

pliance by that date, but reserve the right to seek further 

extensions at that time if they deem it necessary. This is 

particularly unreasonable and must be rejected. It will soon 

be nearly five years since Mr. Mackenzie made his initial 

request; nearly two years since plaintiff offered to reduce the 

scope of his request to accommodate the CIA; twenty-one months 

since suit was filed in this case; eighteen months since the 

parties entered into a Stipulation as to production; and nearly 

three months since the production period was to end. The time 

has come to put an end to the CIA's clear pattern of delay and 

to require compliance with the intent of FOIA. Therefore, the 

plaintiff respectfully requests that this Court enter an order 

compelling production of all documents subject to plaintiff's 

request within thirty (30) days. 
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II. 	PLAINTIFF CROSS-MOVES FOR AN ORDER PERMITTING DIS- 
COVERY TO DETERMINE WHETHER THE CIA HAS IDENTIFIED 
FEWER THAN ALL DOCUMENTS IN ITS POSSESSION  

A. 	The CIA has failed to identify and produce all 
documents in its files responsive to plaintiff's 
request. 

Throughout the period of the past 17 months during 

which the CIA has been producing documents, plaintiff has been 

continually surprised by the small number of documents which 

the CIA has identified as responsive to his request. Despite 

defendants' initial assertions, made during negotiations over 

the Stipulation, that plaintiff's requests were very extensive 

and would require at least one year to respond to, only 282 

documents have ultimately been identified for 37 domestic 

periodicals and magazines. It is plaintiff's belief, based 

both on the initial CIA representation as to the scope of his 

request, and also based on research that he has conducted over 

the past six years, that the CIA has many more responsive 

documents than they have thus far identified. 

As the Court is well aware, the difficulty with 

making such an assertion is that the CIA alone has access to 

its files, and plaintiff has limited ability to demonstrate 

instances of withholding. However, Mr. Mackenzie has been able 

to obtain CIA documents, from various sources during his 

research, which indicate that in a number of instances the CIA 

has documents responsive to these plaintiff's request but has 

neglected to identify or produce those documents. 
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Plaintiff has discovered that on November 30, 1976, 

the CIA responded to a FOIA request from Mr. Andrew R. Marks, a 

former employee at Liberation News Service. Liberation News 

Service was a news-syndicate serving about 400 anti-war news-

papers in the late 1960's, and is one of plaintiff's 38 

requests. Mr. Marks had asked for documents in the CIA's 

possession which concerned him personally. A number of these 

documents were documents which had been gathered by the CIA as 

part of their operations targeting the Liberation News Service  

where Mr. Marks served as managing and international editor 

during the period February 1969 to July 1972 and again from 

August 1977 through August 1981. See Marks Affidavit at 

Appendix A. 

In its production to Marks, the CIA identified a 

number of documents in its possession related to the Liberation  

News Service; it has failed to identify a number of these same 

documents in its production to Mr. Mackenzie. For example, it 

produced to Mr. Marks an expurgated copy of a memo dated January 

23, 1971. That document, appended hereto as Exhibit B, appears 

to be a CIA memorandum whose subject was the Liberation News 

Service. Similarly, an internal memo dated April 25, 1971, 

also released to Mr. Marks, refers to 'LNS". In its response 

to Mr. Marks, the CIA also identified but did not release seven 

other dispatches or memoranda with dates between February 1972 

and July 12, 1972. These were withheld from Mr. Marks on the 

basis of various claims of exemption. Plaintiff suspects that 

a number, or all of these documents were related to the 
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Liberation News Service because these dates directly correspond 

to Mr. Marks' employment with that news syndicate. The CIA had 

the responsibility to at least identify the existence of those 

documents subject to plaintiff's request, and then, if it felt 

appropriate, to make claims of exemptions. But it did not do 

so, and in fact, identified none of these documents in its 

report to Mr. Mackenzie. 

Similarly, the CIA has previously produced, subject 

to a request by the Center for National Security Studies 

("CNSS"), a copy of a 'Situation Information Report', dated 

9/9/68 and attached hereto as Appendix C. This report, which 

was released in total to CNSS, represents finished intelligence 

conducted by the CIA. That report specifically discusses the 

Liberation News Service, and yet, was not listed among the 

documents which the CIA has told Mr. Mackenzie are in its files 

regarding Liberation News Service. Again, the CIA is required 

under the terms of the request made by Mr. Mackenzie to 

identify this document. 

More recently, the CIA replied to a FOIA request made 

by Mr. Bill Conn of the College Press Service. The CIA reply, 

dated February 17, 1983, released several documents including a 

- memo dated January 8, 1969 and authored by Howard J. Osborne, 

Director of Security. This document makes reference both to 

the Liberation News Service and to the High School Independent  

News Service. See Appendix D, attached hereto. Both of these 

periodicals are among the 38 requests made by Mr. Mackenzie. 

In responding to Mr. MacKenzie's request for either the 
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